UITLEG - CHALLENGES
EXPLANATION - CHALLENGES
The passage through the buildings are real challenges. However, we challenge you and
your team extra, because we have set up five extra challenges for you on the route!
These can be found at the following locations:
• HvA, Leeuwenburg | KNOWLEDGE QUIZ team challenge (minimum of 3
participants)
• MEININGER Hotel | FLIP "M
• The Handicapped Child - area (2x) BLIND CROSSING & WHEELCHAIR
• Mondriaan Tower | SORTING TEST team challenge (minimum of 3 participants)

GAME RULES & PRICES
You pass the challenges 3x (running) or 1x (walking). So choose in which round (s) you
participate in the challenge. Participation is free of obligation, but in order to stand a
chance of winning, you must participate at least once in the relevant challenges. More
often is allowed.

Prices
There are 4 prizes. These can be won by scoring the best on the following challenges:
1st, 2nd, 3rd prize TEAMS
o Score Team challenge SORTING TEST
o Score Team challenge KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
o Outfit (come as a team in your most original and nicest outfit)
1st prize INDIVIDUAL
o Score challenge KENNISQUIZ
o Score challenge KENNISQUIZ

CHALLENGE 1 | KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
The team package contains an answer form for completing the two knowledge questions.
You will find the knowledge questions below in the HvA. You submit the answer form at
the finish. It does not matter in which round you answer the knowledge questions.

Note: this challenge counts for the prizes!

CHALLENGE 2 | FLIP “M
You take a beer mat on the table and place it on the table so that it can be flipped.
Then tap your fingers against the bottom of the beer mat and try to catch it again
with one hand after half a turn.
In the second round you try the above with multiple coasters at the same time.
You flip the third round in pairs. Number 1 flips the beer mat and number 2 tries to
catch the beer mat.

CHALLENGE 3 | WHEELCHAIR
With this challenge you will experience what it is like to drive a wheelchair. Along the way
you will encounter various obstacles.

CHALLENGE 4 | BLIND CROSSING
It is very important to follow the instructions of the CREW here.
First you stop at the traffic light. Here you form two with your teammate / other
participant.
One of the pair puts on blinding glasses and picks up a cane. This is the "blind
participant".
The other person guides the "blind participant" across the street. Note: the "blind
participant" must listen very carefully to the ticking of the traffic light in order to
cross over at the right time.
The second participant monitors that the "blind participant" does not go through
red and stays on the zebra crossing.

On the way back the participants pass the traffic light again and the pairs change
roles.

CHALLENGE 5 | SORTING TEST
Place the pieces of waste from the bin in the right square.
Then add the pieces together for each type of waste and enter it in the sum below.
You have to do at least 1 puzzle to have a chance to win the team prize. If you like
it, you can create a different puzzle every round.

Note: this challenge counts for the prizes!

